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ABSTRACT 

A COMPARATIVE PHONOLOGY OF THE STRESSED VOWEL 
SYSTEMS OF TEXAS ENGLISH AND 

MODERN HIGH GERMAN 

by 
Carl R. Burger 

This is a study of instances of negative transfer 

attributable to interference of Texas English with 

German. It is intended for use as a supplement to 

William G. Moulton's The Sounds of English and German 

in teaching German in Texas. The system of stressed 

vowels of Texas English is presented for comparison and 

contrast with the stressed vowel system of Modern High 

German. There follows a contrastive analysis section, 

which discusses difficulties the Texas student is likely 

to experience in pronouncing German, based upon conflict 

between the two systems of stressed vowels. Finally, 

a discussion is offered of how the instructor of German 

can best deal with those instances of negative transfer, 

and specific corrective drills are formulated. 
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I. INTERFERENCE AND TRANSFER 

The primary cause for errors made by a student of 

a foreign language is his dependence on the proficiency 

he has in his own language. The student falls back upon 

previously acquired knowledge in trying to comprehend 

target material. Reliance upon previous experience is 

often an asset for the English speaking student of German, 

and the alert instructor is prepared to indicate simi¬ 

larities between the two languages. However, there exist 

certain major grammatical and phonological differences 

between English and German which pose certain major ob¬ 

stacles to the student. Generally stated, the student 

•'will always tend to put the raw material of his ex¬ 

perience into the groups fashioned for him by his first 

language".^ The English speaking student of German tends 

to make grammatical or phonological errors which can be 

traced to interference of English with German. 

When the student of a foreign language transfers 

his previous linguistic knowledge onto that target lan¬ 

guage, three possibilities for transfer arise. "A student 

may have some habitual responses which are contrary to 

the responses required for a new skill which he is trying 

to master (negative) or which are similar to the new 

responses (positive) or which have no relation to them 

(zero)." Interference, therefore, can be an asset or 

a liability, depending upon which types of transfer it 

generates in a given situation. Among the initial stages 
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in the understanding of the phenomenon of transfer is 

the establishment of the distinctive features versus the 

non-distinctive ones of the languages in question. 

When, for example, a given vowel is phonemic in English, 

the speaker of English can differentiate between that 

phoneme and others, selecting that sound specifically to 

suit the situation. Therefore, since, say, the /ae/ in 

/paen/ 'pan' is distinctive from the /|/ in /pjn/ 'pin* in 

English, the speaker has an option of selecting one sound 

or the other. With other sounds, however, such as the 

aspirated £p*]in ["p*1 in]* pin' versus the unaspirated fr] 

in £sp£rT] 'spin', the speaker of English is obligated as 

to which variant he can use due to the environment, in 

this instance, initial versus medially following a 

sibillant. Using the criteria of distinctive and non- 

distinctive, we establish that if a single phoneme is 

selected by the speaker from among other possibilities, 

the speaker has an optional choice (Op). But in the sit¬ 

uation where selection is limited to a single allomone, 

or in a case where only a single phoneme can be used due to 

limited phonemic distribution, the choice is no longer 

free, but obligatory (Ob). When given elements of two 

languages are being compared, and when there is no 

given counterpart in one language, no choice is possible 

(0). In other words, using the examples above, we es¬ 

tablish whether English /ae/ and English /p/ with allophones 

£pjandj*p*jare distinctive, non-distinctive, or whether 

they exist at all in a given target language. When these 
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three choices are applied to given situations between a 

native language and a target language, nine combinations 

are possible mathematically, but the ninth, wherein a 

given sound occurs in neither language, is irrelevant to 

this discussion. The remaining eight possibilities arei 

Native Language Target Language 

Ob 
Ob 
Ob- 

Op 
Op 

Sp 0 

Ob 

2P 0 
Ob 

Sp 0 
Ob 

0 OP 

Depending upon the two languages being compared, the above 

combinations can be arranged into a specific "Hierarchy 

of Difficulty" proceeding from problematic combinations 

such as 0 - Op, where the student must learn to hear and 

pronounce a totally new sound, to combinations such as 

Ob - Ob, which presents minimal chances for negative 

transfer. 

For Stockwell and Bouien (1965)^ the Hierarchy of 

Difficulty is the primary criterion for establishing a 

sequence of presentation of the phonological system of 

Spanish to English speaking students. However, three other 

criteria are also considered. There is "Functional Load" 

which might minimize the importance of certain instances 

of negative transfer, due to infrequency of occurrence. 

There is "Potential Mishearing", or the likelihood of 

a student not to hear certain target sounds, say, because 

of the allophonic system of his native language. Finally, 



there is "Pattern Congruity", or the comparing and con¬ 

trasting of two systems in search of pronunciation aids 

or difficulties due to general characteristics of those 

systems. The relationships between kinds of transfer, 

then, can be used to determine lesson plans in foreign 
4 

language teaching programs. But there are, of course, 

intermediate stages which must first deal with the 

native language and the target language as separate 

entities. 

In order for a comparative study of two languages to 

be valid, three major steps are necessary. "First, the 

separate description of the relevant features of each 

language; second, the establishment of comparability; 
c 

third, the comparison itself." In order to assist the 

English speaking student of German who is making negative 

transfers, or in order to predict likely negative trans¬ 

fers, we must describe the relevant comparable features of 

English and German separately, and then look for similari¬ 

ties or contrasts between those features. However, these 

three major steps go so far only as to help us identify 

the problems. Two additional steps are necessary to deal 

with the problem. Namely, we must establish how best to 

show the student what the defferences are between his 

own language and the target one, and finally we must take 

corrective action. 

The Sounds of English and German by UI.G. Moulton® 

is a study written especially for the instructor of Ger¬ 

man who is teaching students whose native language is 



American English. The study first describes the pho¬ 

nological systems of English and German separately, then 

compares and contrasts them, indicating points of over¬ 

lap or conflict, and finally, it presents pattern drills 

which are designed to show where and why the student is 

likely to make errors In pronouncing German. 

Despite its overall importance fend usefullness to 

the instructor of German, however, Sounds has one major 

self-admitted drawback» Moulton states in his introducti 

"We do not need to teach our students to pronounce more 

than one variety of German» we can therefore limit our¬ 

selves to that variety which is everywhere regarded as 

standard, namely the German pronunciation codified in 

the Siebs." (p. viii). On the other hand, because of the 

length, scope and intent of Sounds, there is no practical 

way in which Moulton can deal with all the regional dia¬ 

lects spoken in America, and yet the comparative descrip¬ 

tive method requires that he do so in order to anticipate 

German pronunciation problems by "speakers of English". 

American English has numerous regional dialects, each of 

which is accepted as standard within its own geographic 

area, and each of which creates its own unique problems 

of interference for English speakers learning to pro¬ 

nounce German. It was impractical for Moulton to include 

all the regional dialects of American English, and com¬ 

pare each with Siebs German. Yet, it would be desirable 

to have a contrastive analysis dealing with each major 



regional dialect of American English. 

Moulton states that three particular uuorks were his 

sources of information for the pronunciation of American 

English! the second edition of Thomas' An Introduction 

to the Phonetics of American English, Kenyon and Knott's 

A. Pronouncing Dictionary of American English, and Kurath 

and McDavid's linguistic atlas, The Pronunciation of 

English in the Atlantic States. He attempts to include the 

major features of pronunciation given by Kurath and Mc¬ 

David for the Atlantic States, and to supplement these 

at times with features from the rest of the country 

(p. viii). Since the publication of Sounds. work has 

progressed towards a comprehensive linguistic atlas for 

all of the United States, but the undertaking is by no 

means completed. Texas English, for example, will be 

one of the last dialects to be published in the atlas, 

Because of the relative lack of recent studies of Texas 

English phonology, and perhaps because of Moulton's own 

unfamiliarity with Texas English, no mention is made of 

this dialect in Sounds. He touches upon such general phe¬ 

nomena as "drawl" in the southern states, for example, 

but it is not the intent of his study to examine each 

regional speech characteristic in great detail. 

The problem, therefore, is that there are specific 

difficulties in pronouncing German which are encountered 

by students whose native language is Texas English. 

These difficulties can be attributed to interference of 

Texas English with German, and exist either in place of, 
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or in addition to, problems common to other American 

students. An analysis of such difficulties is called for, 

using the comparative, descriptive approach. However, 

such an analysis can be modified greatly from the outset, 

due to a striking characteristic of American dialects as 

a whole. "Scholars have observed that in English the vowels 

provide the 'main vehicle for dialectal differences' (Fry, 

1964» Kurath and McDavid, Jr., 1961). The speech of 

Texas, a deservedly unique dialect of American English 

geograohically situated in a transition area, is accor¬ 

dant with this observation. Numerous phonfetic changes are 

encountered on vocalic forms and certain phonetic ten- 
y 

dencies are operant (Malmberg, 1963)." Basically, a 

comparative, descriptive analysis of the phonological 

systems of Texas English should emphasize vowels, since 

they are the prime carriers of those features which phono- 

logically separate Texas English from other regional 

dialects, and since they therefore would be the cause for 

dialectal interference in resultant German pronunciation. 

The scope of this analysis is narrowed further by elimi¬ 

nating unstressed vowels, as well as those with secondary 

stress. There are two basic reasons for such narrowingi 

first, Moulton discusses the strict limitations on the 

number of unstressed vowels used by speakers of "American 

English" toward the end of Unit 8 in Sounds. He then de¬ 

votes considerable attention in his contrastive analysis 

of vowels (specifically sections 9.11 and 9.12) to ways 

in which differences between the unstressed vowel sound 
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systems might be made clear to the student. Tape re¬ 

corded material used for this study indicates that the 

problem of reduction of unstressed vouiels in Texas English 

is just as evident, if not more so, as in the rest of the 

country* Of course, secondary stresses would be a sig¬ 

nificant segment of any study of the total phonology of 

Texas English, however the present study, limited to 

vowels with primary stress, is valid and useful in helping 

speakers of Texas English overcome a major obstacle in 

learning to hear and pronounce German properly. 



II. METHODOLOGY AND COLLECTION OF DATA 

This study is divided into three sections. First, 

because of the above-mentioned lack of recent material 

on the phonological system of Texas English, the system 

of stressed vowels for Texas English must be formulated. 

Because of the availability of the Siebs for German, 

and of Moulton's analysis of German phonology, the analy¬ 

sis of the German stressed vowel system will be based 

upon Moulton. Second, this study contrasts the respec¬ 

tive stressed vowel systems, concentrating upon points of 

conflict that cause learning difficulties. Finally, 

this study suggests corrective drills constructed espe¬ 

cially for Texas English speaking students of German. 

The written studies and informants chosen for this 

analysis constitute a representative sample from widely 

scattered sections and diverse social classes within 

Texas) therefore it is felt that the data observed are 

generally valid for the entire state. Of course, lin¬ 

guistic boundaries are not necessarily political ones, and 

it is possible that dialectal traits from areas outside 

Texas have been recorded along with Texas English. When 

all the data are compiled, common traits can usually be 

observed so as to form a basis for comparison with German. 

Additionally, it is pointless to search specifically for 

people who speak a "pure" dialect when more likely than not 

German students from Texas will not speak a pure dialect 

either. For the purposes of this study, a person who 

speaks with a mixed dialect is more useful than the one 
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uiho has never been more than fifty miles from his rural 

birthplace, because the student for whom this study is 

intended is likely to have been exposed to many dialects 

of American English. 

Source material for Texas English was gathered from 

written studies as well as from two informants. Three 

studies were particularly useful, first because of where 

in Texas the studies were made, and second because they 

were primarily phonological studies, thus making the task 

of sorting out lexical discussion much easier. Carmelita 

Klipple's study "The Speech of Spicewood, Texas"® deals 

with the speech of several informants of a rural community 

located approximately forty miles northwest of Austin. 

9 
Arthur Norman's "A Southeast Texas Dialect Study" inves¬ 

tigates the vocabulary and the pronunciation of informants 

of various backgrounds who were then living in the Texas 

counties of Jefferson, Chambers, Hardin and Orange, all 

located in the southeastern tip of the state. The third 

study is based upon the pronunciation of twenty Texas-born 

and educated informants at Texas Christian University, 

"Certain Phonetic Tendencies Perceived in the Idiolects 

of Selected Native Texans" by Telete Zorayda Lawrence*^. 

The two students who served as informants for this 

study are currently (1974) attending Rice University. 

Informant #1 is male, 22 years of age, born in Bowie, which 

is near Taylor in central Texas. Both of his parents are 

native Texans, now living in Houston, and he has never 

lived outside of the state for more than six months. In- 



formant #2 is female, 34 years of age, born in Anderson 

County in northeastern Texas. She is a graduate student 

in Anthropology, noui living in Houston with her husband 

(Born in Arkansas) and family. 

The speech of the informants was first recorded on 

tape as each read a series of sentences into the micro¬ 

phone. Second, the recorder ran as each spoke freely on 

random subjects. The tapes of the informants speaking 

freely are generally more valuable than the recordings 

of the sentences, due to self-conscious or nervous man¬ 

nerisms that can be heard in the sentences. The informal 

conversations are relaxed, natural, and therefore more 

useful to this study. Finally, #1 was asked to read a 

passage in German from the beginning of Hesse's Per Step- 

penwolf. This informant has had two years of high school 

German, but with minimal phonetic drill, and one year of 

elementary college German. At the time of this study, he 

was enrolled in a course in Scientific German. 



Transcriptional System 

Moulton's transcriptional system is used through¬ 

out this study. Additionally, the respective phonetic 

notation systems used by Norman, Lawrence and Klipple 

are transcribed into this system. 

Front Vowels 

[*i] tense high front. £ki- l] Germ. 'Kiel' 

[ii] tense high front with rounding, [kin ^ Germ, 'kühl' 

£0 high front neutral. [bn] Eng. 'beat' 

lax high front £bjt] Eng. 'bit' 

m lax high front with rounding.pnÿtA^ Germ. 'Mutter' 

M tense mid front.£ven^| Germ, 'wen' 

tense mid front with rounding. jgç:t9)Germ, 'Goethe' 

£e"] neutral mid front. ftek] Eng. 'take' 

w lax mid front, [t§k] Eng, 'tech' 

fs] lax mid front with rounding. JVçtÂ] Germ. 'Gotter' 

W low front. [tsek^Eng. 'tack* 

Central Vowels 

\i] syllabic mid central retroflex with strong lateral 
1 Jconstriction.£faë3] Eng. 'father' 

fs”) unstressed mid central "schwa". [forest] Eng. 
'forest' 

L 

|/s] stressed mid central. [*kAp] Eng. 'cup' 

[a"] lax low central, [hat] Germ, 'hat' 

£a"] neutral low central.[gat] Eng. 'got' 

£a] tense open low central. [ka:n] Germ. 'Kahn' 

Back Vowels 

tense high back rounded. jiv*] Germ, 'gut' 

£u"] neutral high back with rounding. H-»• 



Transcriptional System 

Back Vowels (Cont 'd. ) 

W 
[0 
tfl 

[? 
PI m w 
DO 
w 
FI 
BO 

n H 
ra 

ro 
ro w 

lax high back rounded, [dymj Germ, 'dumm' 

tense mid back rounded. M Germ. 'Kohle' 

neutral mid back rounded. [kot] Eng. 'coat' 

lax mid back rounded. ptgpj Germ, 'stopp' 

neutral low back rounded. £f?f| Eng. 'fall' 

Consonants 

Stops 

voiceless labial. fpAb] Eng. 'pub' 

voiced labial. fbMj] Eng. 'bulge' 

voiceless dental. ft?d3 Eng. 'Ted' 

voiced denta 1. [d?d] Eng. 'dead' 

voiceless palatal. [Zaimj Eng. 'chime' 

voiced palatal. pim] Eng. 'Jim' 

voiceless velar, (kargoj Eng. 'cargo' 

voiced velar. JgAmJ Eng. 'gum 

Fricatives 

voiceless labial. Crfl Eng. 'fill* 

voiced labial. F 11*3 Eng. 'village 

voiceless dental. /flin] Eng. 'thin' 

voiced dental. Eng, 'then' 

voiceless palatal. JraiGerm, 'Reich' 

voiceless velar, jrauj^ Germ. 'Rauch' 

Sibilants 

voiceless dental. [si] Eng. 'see' 

voiced dental. Ol Eng. 'zoo' 

voiceless palatal. [stiH Germ. 'Stil' 



Transcriptional System 

Consonants 

Sibilants (Cont’d.) 

W voiced palatal. Eng. 'azure' 

Nasals 

[mj labial, [mgnj Eng 

£n] dental, jngv?J Eng 

velar• fail 

'men ' 

'never' 

thing' 

Other 

| l""l lateral. /~kJ: Î1 Germ. 
[læiiTj Eng. 'lamb' 

'Kiel' or velarized lateral. 

£r] for English pronunciations, central retroflex 
semivowel, £fret] Eng. 'frieght' 
for German pronunciations, no differentiations will 
be made between uvular PHand alveolarfï")variants, 
so that *■ J 

'yes ' 

([kRaf^l cerm. 'Kraft' 

j“J high front semivowel, £jes] Eng, 

hj consonant with "cavity friction" (Moulton 
J 20). [hau] Eng. 'how' 

|~wj high back rounded semivowel. [uiAndjj] Eng. 

M nasal release. £wyd5J Eng. 'wooden' 

1962» 

'wonder ' 



III. THE STRESSED VOWEL SYSTEm OF TEXAS ENGLISH 

Phonological studies used in this analysis, plus 

studies of regional vocabulary items in Texas^* indi¬ 

cate that there are actually two varieties of Texas Eng¬ 

lish. There is the speech of East Texas, which in vocab¬ 

ulary and phonology is closer to the speech of the Deep 

South, and the speech of West Texas, which is more closely 

aligned with "south midland" or "hill southern" speech. 

However, Texas is also a transition zone, and because of 

greater mobility of the populace, one finds more simi¬ 

larities than differences in the speech of the two areas, 

especially in their stressed vowel systems. 

Front Vowels 

/i/ Primarily spoken as a monoththong ro - 

•people*. Also recorded as allophonic upglided 

east', or in slow 

speech in free position 'three’ or checked 

position 'frequent '. 

in 'here ', 

'academic'. Occasionally inglided 

before voiced or voiceless stops, as 

Recorded with 

inglide in slow deliberate speech in the word 

￼'red'. Does not occur before /m,n/. 

/ae/ Spoken as monophthong fajfdætj' that' or 

•graduate'. However, in monosyllabic words, espe¬ 

cially before /n/, a nasalized triphthong is re- 



corded, pi. >. £braei*niQ 'branch* or £n®^ nj 

'man'. This triphthong is also recorded in an 

alternate pronunciation for the above mentioned 

£éæ^atj •that', but without nasal quality. 

Central Vowels 

/$/ Appears everywhere highly constricted, as in 

[fad^J* father \ £p?f£kt| ' perfect. 

/A/ TWO allophones are recorded for this phoneme. 

the predominant pronunciation is (A! , as £mAÉQ 

'much ' [*stAf~[ 'stuff'. Only in the word "was'J in 

slow speech, a broad£wa* zjis recorded. Elsewhere, 

[w/izl 'was'. 

/a/ Pronounced £a”^ as in £prasgsj 'process', £swad£îf] 

'Swadesh'. 

Back Vowels 

/u/ Several allophonic variants are recorded for this 

phoneme in Texas English, In rapid speech, the 

monophthong occurs most frequently, as in 

LJunl 'June' or 01 'you'. In the word "two", 

/u/ apoears as a diphthong originating in open 

high back position, upgliding to open high central 

position with less than complete rounding of the lips, 

M- Klipple uses the notation M for speakers 
12 

in Spicewood . This is,not, of course, the German 

high front rounded /Ci/, but it may well refer to 

the above variant with upglide to open high central 

position. "Two,,also appears with /u/ with an up- 
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glide from open high back to neutral high back 

position, 

/y/ Recorded most frequently as in £tyk] * took', 

£uiyd^!t^J 'wouldn't'. Before voiced stops, a free 

alternate with inglide £y*Jis likely to occur, as 

in |gy®d]along with the more common [gvd] • good', when 

spoken rapidly. 

/0/ Most commonly recorded /^/ as in £lsou] 'also', 

J^str^^J 'strong'. Norman records a diphthong variant 

in all positions except before /r/*^. Such a 

variant does not occur in the recorded speech of the 

Rice informants, except with secondary stress in 

[bæskdtba* Ï] ' basketball ' • 

Diphthongs 

/e^/ This phoneme has three variants which occur most 

frequently. There is a diphthong with a lower first 

element is closed syllables, as |ngib?z] ' neighbors' 

or even with a lower first element, as in £rA^n{^J 

'rainy' is recorded; a third variant, with upglide 

to higher back position,is recorded in open syllables, 

as in £de^J'they'. 

/aj/ Although a diphthong is occasionally recorded, 

ipecifically in pyiaf] 'July* and 'buy', the 

îonophthong^a"^ is far more frequent. The pronoun 

for the first person singular is consistently pro¬ 

nounced CO 'I'. "Diagram" is a two syllable word 

[Jda'graBmJ. Before nasals, the vowel is nasal also, 

as [TclermatJ 'climate ', |kra*mj'crime '. 

sf 

mi 



/0\./ Most frequent pronunciation is with weakened up- 

glide , Çp}9 ntj 'point'. Only in an item taken from 

a sentence self-consciously read into the micro¬ 

phone does this diphthong appear with upglide to 

high front position, [pisj ' Royce'. A monophthong 

occurs in 'oil'. Lawrence records a lengthening 

of the first element when preceding /l,z,s/.^ 

/eeV Consistently a diphthong beginning at low front 

position followed by glide to schwa, as in [dae®n] 

'down ', [»kæ®nts]'accounts '. Norman records pronun¬ 

ciations £ae vj and |aVj. 

/ou/ most commonly recorded r°u] as in (kloS] 'cl ose 1 # 

[s3pouzt] 'supposed'. In free position, the first 

element is occasionally recorded beginning lower, as 

infnA^J'no' and 'know'. 

Vowels before /r/ 

Thus far, it has been shown that the Texas English 

stressed vowel system has an inventory of ten monophthongs 

and five diphthongal forms. Before /r/, however, the 

number of possible stressed vowels is reduced. 

/£/ This is the only high front vowel which occurs before 

intervocalic /r/, Pn>njri^j • engineering', or before 

postvocalic /r/, 'ear '. 

/|/ This open vowel appears before postvocalic /r/ in 

words such as [dçr) 'dare', and before intervocalic 

/r/ in [bfrjni?] • bearing'. 

Norman records the appearance of /Af before inter¬ 

vocalic and postvocalic /r/ in words such as "furrow" 



17 and "worm" (no phonetic transcription is provided). 

However, both Rice informants pronounce M * furrow' 

and £w3i] 'worry', both with strong constriction of 

the tongue. Neither Lawrence nor Klipple records 

such a sound as /AT/* 

/a/ Before intervocalic as well as postvocalic /r/, this 

vowel is pronounced farther back than, and lowered 

from, low central position. This allophonic variant 

is transcribed l>] , as in £pars»nz] 'Parsons’ and 

JsârîJ 'sorry'. Klipple records this low back vowel 

in the word [started] 'started'.*® Norman records 

that before postvocalic /r/. . . "/a/ and /P/ are no 

longer distinct (as in cardtcord)". No phonetic 

transcriptions are offered, but in any event, Norman's 

choice of lexical items for comparison phonetically 

is not substantiated by any other source. For both 

Rice informants, "cardtcord" is a minimal pair which 

contrasts /ar/ with /or/, that is, Q<ar^'«[kord] , and 

/P/ does not occur before intervocalic or postvocalic 

/r/. 

/o/ As mentioned above, /o/ appears before postvocalic 

/r/ in the word "cord". Also, Norman observes, 

"Before tautosyllabic /r/, all informants distinguish 
n n 

/o/ from /?/ (as in hoarsethorse)". Both Rice 

informants distinguish "hoarse" from "horse" phone¬ 

tically, but because the above-mentioned M •• 

closely approximates Norman's^ç/, and because no 

other examples of are recorded, we transcribe 



^lors^ 'h oar9e , £hârs] 'horse’, thus maintaining 

the observation that /?/ does not occur before /r/ 

in Texas English, 

/y/ This open vowel occurs before intervocalic /r/ 

'lure '. 

Diphthongs before /r/ 

For all of the diphthongs in this environment, it 

it difficult to find examples where the /r/ in question 

is not syllabic, and therefore remains within the scope 

of this study. The following examples illustrate this 

featurei 

/e^./ The only example of this diphthong preceding /r/ 

which was recorded is in the word 

wherein the upglide to high front is easily heard, 

and wherein the /r/ is syllabic, rendering "air" 

a two-syllable word. 

/a£/ The second element of this sound is weak before /r/, 

that the lax /aj/ form is rarely perceived in any 

environment among her informants; rather, the first 

element is prolonged and the second element does not 

before /r/, but rather the monophthong /a/. 

/0\/ In the one occurrence of this diphthong before /r/, 

the upglide was slight, and the /r/ was distinctly 

in the word /tyrest] 'tourist', although one Rice 

informant pronounces £t3*s"3 f°r the same word. Before 

postvocalic /r/, both informants pronounce 

as 'flyer'. Similarly, Lawrence observes 

occur. 
7 1 

In other words, she hears no diphthong /a^/ 
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syllabic in poiy for the last name of the baseball 
player, Ken 'Boyer*. 

/ae*/ The only example recorded occurs in rapid speech, 

unstressed, in the phrase fa^rnsehaefj 'hour and a 

half '. 

/ou/ Again, the syllabic quality of the following /r/ 

disqualifies this sound combination from study» 

£pou?J'poor' [dou^] 'door *. 

Nasalization and Texas English Tense Vowels 

Nasalization in Texas English, as in the other re¬ 

gional dialects of American English, is a non-distinctive 

feature which has been omitted from most of the phonetic 

transcriptions thus far. In the speech of Rice Informant 

§ 1, nasalization is so common that it might be more use¬ 

ful to mark those points in his transcriptions where na¬ 

salization is absent. A partial answer to the physio¬ 

logical aspects of nasalization in Texas English, as evi¬ 

denced especially by informant #1, is suggested by Lawrence» 

The nasalized acoustic impression is undoubtedly 
due to the increased localized muscular tension evidenced 
physiologically in production and not of necessity the 
acoustic result solely of an insufficient closure of the 
velopharyngeal sphincter. To illustrate» in the /j,f/ 
variants, the blade of the tongue is tensed and the oral 
resonating cavity is constricted» in the /ju/ variants, 
hypertensive palatalization occurs; in the £ae, au) variant 
forms, the dorsum of the tongue is unduly raised, tensed 
and usually retracted with an accompanying factor nf hyper¬ 
tensive musculature in the velar, faucal and pharyngeal 
areas. All of these factors contribute adversely to the 
realization of the optimum resonance potential. This supra- 
syoid hypertension has a pervasive tensing effect upon the 
subhyoid musculature and, it is hypothesized, upon the in¬ 
ternal as well as the external laryngeal musculature» thus, 
it becomes a prime etiological element in the perceived 
'nasality* (Greene, 1964), With this hypertensive syndrome 
operant, the complex overtone spectrum has been acoustically 
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altered by certain formant shifts on these particular 
phonemes (Luchsinger and Arnold, 1965). The term ’pho¬ 
nemic nasality (nasalization)' has been suggested to 
describe this accompanying feature of functional etiology 
perceived on certain raised and tensed vocalic forms 
(Lawrence, 1967).22 

In the speech of both informants, nasalized stressed vowels 

occur regularly before the nasals /n,m,^/, as in£dae*tj 

'doubt', but £dæ*n] 'down' or as in £kla^d] 'Clyde' but 

(kla’ mj 'climb ' . 

Short versus Long Vowels 

Moulton indicates that for Atlantic speech, the length 

of a stressed vowel is determined by two factors. First, 

whether it is in checked or unchecked position, and second, 

whether the vowel is being lengthened for emphasis (para¬ 

graph 8.5). In Texas English, this is also the case. Of 

course, any vowel can be expressively lengthened, but 

stressed vowels are short in checked position preceding a 

voiceless consonant, half-long preceding a voiced conso¬ 

nant, and long in unchecked (free) position. 



IV. THE STRESSED VOUIEL SYSTEM OF MODERN HIGH GERMAN 

This is a concise review of the pertinent aspects 

of the German stressed vowel system, taken from Moulton's 

more detailed analysis, in order to establish points of 

meaningful comparison. 

Whereas Texas English has fifteen stressed vowels 

and diphthongs, German has eighteen. However, Moulton 

indicates that the eighteenth phoneme in German, /£/, 

"is prescribed by the Siebs, but is of marginal status 
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for a good many speakers". He continues, ". . . it is 

probably more or less true to say that /€*/ is commonly 

used only in the South, but generally replaced by /ç/ in 

the North; and that everywhere /£/ is more frequent in 
formal (or humorous mock-formal) speech than in informal 

speech. 

Front Vowels 

Eight of the remaining seventeen stressed vowel 

phonemes in German are front vowels. Each of the sounds 

/i,J,e,g,/ has its rounded counterpart /ÿ*ÿ,o,j5/ respec¬ 

tively, so that rounding is a distinctive feature in 

the front vowels. For example, rounding differentiates 

Central Vowels 

German has two central stressed vowels. They are 

kü: il 'kühl'} 'Kiste* from •Kiste* from 

'kennen' 

the low central 'Stadt* and a lower /a«/ 

of 'Staat * 



Back Vowels 

All four stressed back vowels are rounded in German. 

They are the high back /ut / of [rytm] 'Ruhm'j /p/ as in 

£rym] 'Rum'i the mid back /ç*/ of jrojirQ 'Rom’j and /g/ as in 

'Rotte1. 

Diphthongs 

German has three diphthongs, /ai, pi, au/ plus a 

fourth, /ui/ which, as Moulton notes, occurs in the 

interjections "hui" and Mpfui". The symbols used for 

these three common diphthongs, writes Moulton, are not 

as precise phonetically as they could be, but he suggests 

two reasons why his morp traditional notation is more 

useful for English speaking students of German. First, 

Siebs. by symbolizing the three diphthongs as /ae, oo, ao/, 

is directing itself towards native speakers of German who . 

might use a dialectal upglide to high position. As 

Moulton states for Atlantic Coast students, and as has 

been shown for Texas English students, such an upglide is 

unlikely. Second, Siebs prescribes upgliding wherein 

rounding remains throughout the glide. Moulton notes, 

"Ule indicate an unrounded glide because it is our ex¬ 

perience that most German speakers unround their lios 

during the glide. In any case, there is no distinctive 

opposition between a rounded and an unrounded glide, and 

the presence or absence of rounding is therefore not 

25 phonemically relevant", 

bols /ai,pi,au/ are used. 

For these reasons, the sym- 
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Stressed Vowels Before /r/ 

German maintains all of its fourteen monophthongs 

and three diphthongs before /r/« Moulton (p. 61) il¬ 

lustrates this fact for all but /ai/ and /au/. Examples 

such as /beirat/ 'Beirat* for item 15, and /mauTA/ 

•Maurer* for item 17, would complete his chart. 

Nasalization 

As Moulton indicates (p. 67), nasalized vowels 

occur only in certain French loan words, and even then, 

the nasalized feature is likely to be replaced by /vp/ 

if the given word gains widespread usage in German. 

Tense versus Lax 

In paragraph 714, Moulton discusses the role played 

by muscular energy in the pronunciation of German stressed 

vowels. The greater the muscular energy involved, the 

more extreme, or away from center, the tongue position. 

Therefore, the tense vowels /i,e,a, o,u,ü,*d/ are farther 
• • • ♦ • » • 

away from center than the lax vowels /\,ç,g,g,y,ÿ,g/ which 

require less energy. 

Short versus Long 

In stressed position, Moulton observes, the seven 

tense vowels (mentioned above) are long, and the seven 

lax vowels are short in duration (paragraph 7,5). Mus¬ 

cular tension, then, is a prime factor in determining 

length, whereas in Texas English, environment determines 

It 



V. CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS 

The information in sections three and Cour, above, 

can be organized into two diagrams of the respective 

stressed vowel systems of Texas English and German. 

Moulton's charts for the stressed vowels of English and 

German (p. 91) are based upon the fact that, compared with 

English, Siebs permits little room for allophonic variants 

in German. Therefore, for German, it is sufficient 

that Moulton plot only those contrasts which are phonemic. 

For English, however, allophonic variants must be provided 

to demonstrate the variety of possible renderings of a 

single phoneme. Similarly, for this study, it will be 

most useful to regard each German phoneme as having but 

one allophone. For Texas English, however, each phoneme 

is shown along with its allophones. Unless a specific 

environment is given, the allophone in question is a 

free variant within its respective phoneme. To avoid 

clutter, nasalized variants and allophonic lengthening 

are not included in the diagram for Texas English, since 

any of the stressed vowels below can be nasal or lengthened 

for emphasis in virtually any situation. 

Front Vowels 

German Texas English 

/t- ?/ 
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Pront Vowels (Cont'd.) 

German Texas Enqlish 

/et, p*/ 

/f.ç/ 
f**not recorded / m.n 

^{m 
/®/-*fæD 

Central Vowels 

/*/■*[?] 

/A/->lA] 

/?/ 

/?«/ 

/ut/ 

/y/ 

/pi/ 

/?/ 

/a/* 
[']/—r/ 

CO 

Back Vowels 

u 

/u/~> 

W J 

/y/—> 

, rmt recorded/ r/y 
/?/ “ 

L»’J 



PiphthonQS 

German Texas English 

/a j/“^ 

V 

ei 

?* 

/ai/ /a*/ 

A* 

n 
/?i/ /?i/ n 
/au/ 

1 

/■»/ 
ae* 

ae¥ 

“ou" 

/ou/ Au 

0 
w « 



A side-by-side comparison reveals numerous dissimi¬ 

larities between the respective stressed vowel systems. 

Certain of these conflicts are manifested in the German 

pronunciations of Rice informant #1, as indicated below. 

None of these four sounds exists in Texas English, 

therefore "negative match" situations arise, wherein 

several kinds of negative transfer are likely. First, 

there is the possibility of spelling interference for 

each of these sounds. The umlaut may be disregarded, 

and the resultant vowel would then become a Texas English 

/u,y,o/ as in fkuïj 'kiihl', £myt?J 'Mutter', £kon^f^ 

'konnen'. Because, as Moulton indicates (p. 92), there 

is a "vague"resemblance between German /ot, ç/ and English 

/?/, the American student is likely to confuse the sounds. 

bliert'. Finally, the conflict of allophonic lengthening 

in Texas English versus phonemic lengthening in German 

is likely to increase the difficulties for a speaker of 

Texas English in differentiating between /iii, 01/ and 

A), * That is, both "Fühle" and "fülle" may be pro¬ 

nounced with equal vowel length, , and both "Hohle" 

and "Holle" may be pronounced [hoi?] . 

German /i», y 1/ 

The speaker of Texas English is likely to substi¬ 

tute his own phonemic /i/ for German /ii/ before voice¬ 

less consonants, and his own /u/ for German /ui/ in the 

same environment. Informant #1 pronounces |[mit5tV] 

German /üi, ÿ, ot, ç/ 

Informant #1 shows such interference 



'mietete', ^zuxtâj 'suchte'. Preceding voiced consonants 

or in unchecked position, an upglided or w- 

likely. Before /r/, the informant uses the lowered M 

reflecting the vouuel system of Texas English, where /i,u/ 

do not occur before /r/, for example {5? bl^rtj 'mobliert' 

£nyr| 'nur'. 

German /e1/ 

This vowel appears in the German pronunciation of 

the informant as lfll , as in £dang*ban^ 'daneben', and 

£tsç*nj 'zehn', reflecting the fact that Texas English 

does not have a tense mid front*vowel. Before /r/, only 

Texas English /ç/ occurs, as in the informant's pronun¬ 

ciations £d§r] 'der*, and £'çr] 'er'. 

German /01/ 

The substitution of the Texas English diphthong 

/ou/ for this stressed German tense vowel can be heard in 

the informant's pronunciations of [mounatS^| 'donate', 

£grousDn3 'groBen', joud?J 'oder'. 

German /ç, a */ 

Again, because Texas English does not use length as 

a phonemic feature, the informant uses the same vowel 

£a^ in his pronunciations of bothjVtatT] 'Stadt* and 

[ëtatj 'Staat'. Before /r/, the Texas English[a^ with 

lowering and backing, occurs. The informant shows such 

allophonic interference in his pronunciations £varj'war' 

and /jâr* n] 'Jahren*. 

German /|, y/ 

Texas English allophonic lengthening and inglide are 



likely to occur, as evidenced in the informant's pronun¬ 

ciation [•pm] 'im'. Although most of his other pro¬ 

nunciations of these two phonemes are correct, as in 

[b}8] • bis', ["yngfczçljg] 'ungesellig', it is likely 

that a majority of Texas students initially would ex¬ 

perience difficulties similar to the former mispronun¬ 

ciation . 

German /ç/ 

Because / occurs before /m,n/ in Texas English, 

and /ç/ does not, an obligatory allophonic choice in 

Texas English causes German pronunciations such as jf r£mtj 

'fremd', C"tnl ' wenn* by the informant . In other en¬ 

vironments, agreement between the two stressed vowel 

systems is evidenced, as in |trfp»] 'Treppe ', JTg^zçl jgj 

1gesellig'. 

German /ç/ 

Texas English low back /p/ is the closest stressed 

vowel to German /ç/. Consequently, the informant pro¬ 

nounces [daxêft^k] 'Dachstock' and [f?r7) 'von*. Also, 

again because of length being allophonic in Texas English, 

German /ç/ is likely to appear as a long vowel, as in 

a second pronunciation by the informant of [rj n] • von '. 

Because of identical spellings in English and German "Wolf1' 

the pronunciation ^itgpanw virj ' Steppenwolf' is recorded, 

with secondary stress on the final syllable. Before /r/, 

[o'] is recorded, as in [korÿdor] 'Korridor', £g&vord-"J 

'geworden'. 
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German /ai, pi, au/ 

Texas English diphthongs are pronounced u/ith a lesser 

degree of upglide than German /ai, pi, au/. Also, in the 

latter tuuo combinations, the respective first elements 

are pronounced completely differently in Texas English. 

The following recorded pronunciations reflect these sound 

substitutions» [kla inf] •kleine', 'scheu ', Çha^2dî] 

'Hause '. 

Nasal Vowels 

Because the nasal stressed vowel occurs allophonically 

in Texas English before /m,n,ip/ negative transfer is ob¬ 

served due to an obligatory choice in Texas English being 

carried over to German, where nasalized vowels are recog¬ 

nized as foreign sounds. For example, pronunciations are 

recorded such as Jman^ 'meiner', fkamj 'kam'. Also, 

nasal speech occurs throughout the stressed oowel system 

of the idiolect of Rice informant #1, regardless of en¬ 

vironment, and this characteristic is carried over to 

German pronunciation, as in £b^sh‘frj 'bisher', jv eiz9n} 

'Wesen', ["dT^ 'die'. 

Lenqth 

It has been established that the contrast of short- 

long in German, when combined with the contrast of lax- 

tense, is a phonemic feature, so that the words jjltatt^ 

'Staat' and pftçtj •Stadt' are a minimal pair. It has 

also been established that length is an allophonic fea¬ 

ture in Texas English, and that lengthening of a stressed 
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vowel is possible if emphasis is desired. It is there¬ 

fore likely that the Texas English speaking student of 

German will not differentiate between long and short 

vowels. It is also likely that he will lengthen stressed 

vowels for emphasis in speaking German, 

A wide range of transfer situations can be seen in 

examining the two stressed vowel systems. In cases where 

the systems approach each other in distribution and pro¬ 

nunciation of phonemes, as with German and Texas English 

/j., y/, chances of positive transfer are much greater, 

of course, than when, say, Texas English allophonic 

lengthening corresponds to a feature which is phonemic in 

German. The following chart lists each German stressed 

vowel phoneme along with how it is most likely to be pro¬ 

nounced by the student, based either upon the German pro¬ 

nunciation of informant #1, or, where a given pronunciation 

is not recorded on tape, based upon the most likely equi¬ 

valent taken from the comparison of the two systems as 

shown above (pp. 25-27). 

German pronounced by Texas English Student 

/i*/ in env. / r/ 

/W 

/ui/ in env. / r/ 

/e «/ 

/ei/ in env. / r/ [?1 



German pronounced by Texas English Student 

/pi/ 

/oi/ in env. / r/ or H 

/?«t ?/ DO 

/ai,f/ in env. / r/ [0 

/t / [0 
/V PH 

/?/ W 

/e/ in env. / m,n/ 
ra 

/?/ [’1 
/o/ in env. / r/ or 

/ai/ [a^| or M 

/çi/ M 
/au/ or 
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VI. CORRECTIVE DRILLS 

It is important that the student realms that most 

of his errors in pronunciation of German stem from con¬ 

flicts between the respective sound systems of Texas 

English and German. Halliday, McIntosh and Strevens note 

that M. . . drills may be called for at any level to cope 

with a feature comparable to one in the learner's native 

language where an apparent likeness conceals important 

differences, this being a common background to the lan- 

guage student's negative transfers". The instructor, 

however, has many different types of language drills, from 

which he must select the most applicable for the given 

77 situation. According to Moulton there are three basic 

types of drill to be used in the classroom or in the 

language laboratory. There is Imitative Drill, which 

is intended to emphasize the need for repeating exactly 

what is heard, in order to develop correct speech patterns 

in the target language. There is Fluency Drill, which 

forces the student to think quickly and spontaneously in 

the language being learned. Finally, there is Contrastive 

Drill, which indicates to the student those points between 

his native language and the target language where gaps 

exist, and, therefore, where interference is likely to 

occur. All three types of drill are needed in teaching 

German to Texas English speaking students, but to demon¬ 

strate the phenomenon of interference to the student, the 

contrastive type of drill is best suited. Robert Lado^S 

points out that minimal pair drill, similar to the ones 
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devised by Moulton for The Sounds of English and German, 

are the most effective way of making students aware of 

interference problems. 

In Moulton's Chapter 9, "Contrastive Analysis! the 

Vowels", minimal pair drills are presented which are 

intended to contrast those German and English stressed 

vowel sounds which are likely to be the cause of negative 

transfers for the American student of German. Most of 

these drills are applicable to speakers of Texas English, 

but there are areas where special drills are needed to 

deal with specific contrasts between the Texas English 

and German stressed vowel systems. The areas where nega¬ 

tive transfers are likely to occur» as discussed in Section 

V of this study» are listed on the table below, along with 

the paragraph number of the appropriate drill to be found 

in Moulton's Chapter 9. An asterisk (*) indicates those 

areas where no appropriate drill is provided for speakers 

of Texas English. 

German Vowel Phoneme Drill 

/üi, g. 9*. ?/ 

/U « » ÿ, gi, p/ before /r/ 

/i«. yi/ 

/ii, ui/ before /r/ 

/?»/ 

/e«/ before /r/ 

/?»/ 

/oi/ before /r/ 

/?«. ?/ 

9.9 

9.9 

9.4 

9.8 

9.5 

9.9 

9.5 

9.9 

9.6 
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German Vowel Phoneme (Cont'd) 

/à i, ç/ before /r/ 

/f. y/ 

/p/ before /n,m/ 

/^/ in all other environments 

/?/ 

/p/ before /r/ 

/ai/ 

/ Qi/ 

/au/ 

Drill 

no problems 

* 

no problems 

9.9 

* 

* 

In addition to the above items marked with an as¬ 

terisk, the two Texas English allophonic features of 

nasalization and lengthening, as discussed in Section V, 

above, deserve special attention. 

German /ai, ç/ before /r/ 

Texas English ro occurs as an allpphonic variant of 
/a/ before /r/, whereas German phonemes /91, §/ occur in 

the same environment. This is a complex situation which 

requires three separate steps. If one were to use minimal 

pair drills here, contrasting German /?«r, gr/ with Texas 

English /ar/, one would have to assume that the student 

the drill would contrast the low central vowels and not 

the respective /r/ environments. One would also have to 

assume that the student was aware of the difference between 

making these assumptions, the instructor might first 

already had command of German /r/ variants that 

German /at/ and German /j/ from the outset. Rather than 



see that the student is aware of the difference between 

German /at/ and /j/. Drills such as those furnished by 

Moulton in 9.6 contrast these sounds. Secondly, the /r/ 

component is dealt with. The student must be made aware 

of the difference between his retroflex /^/ and the 

German f*. "] sounds. Moulton's drills in 5.7 deal with 

this segment of the presentation. Finally, the sounds 

/a/ and /r/ are combined. First, the German long /at/ 

is presented. 

Texas Enolish /ar/ German /atr/ 

Har Haar 
Carl Karl 
Bar Bar 
Par Paar 
Czar Saar 
Bart Bart 

an short /f/ is drilled. 

Texas Enolish /ar/ German /gr/ 

Alarm Alarm 
Larva Larve 
Charlatan Scharlatan 
Marsh Marsch 
Guitar Gitarre 
Carton Karten 
Partner Partner 

ore /n,m/ 

Texas Enolish /j./ German /©/ 

Kent Kennt 
Clem Klemme 
Mention Menschen 
Temple Tempel 
Den Denn 
Bent Benz 
Zen Senf 
Pentax Pentax 
Yen Yen 



German /g/ 

Two features must be made clear to the Texas English 

speaking student about German /p/. First, it is not a 

diphthong, and second, it is a higher back vowel than 

he is likely to have heard before. Two sets of the con¬ 

trastive drills which Moulton provides in 9.7 for German 

/ç/ are applicable to speakers of Texas English. The 

Texan differentiates, to use Moulton's examples, between 

"cot" and "caught" or between "Don" and "dawn", that is, 

between /a/ and /?/. In both of the above pair, the vowel 

of the latter entry will be substituted for German /g/. 

On page 100, the set of exercises which Moulton provides 

for German /g/ is divided into three groups. The two 

groups which can be used to contrast Texas English /?/ 

and German /g/ are the center exercise and tjhe right hand 

one. 

German /ai/ 

Prior to any contrastive drilling, it might be neces¬ 

sary to separate the diphthong into its components and to 

pronounce each component separately. A demonstration of 

the open jaw position for £aj[ would be helpful, followed 

by a demonstration showing how such positioning changes 

for £i^ • Additionally, an illustration of the corres¬ 

ponding changes in tongue position between the two sounds, 

and of the muscular tension used in producing CO might 
be helpful, with the instructor making sure at each suc¬ 

cessive step that the students feel these mechanical fea¬ 

tures. The instructor then adds juncture,£a+i], and the 



students imitate the sound. Finally, the diphthong is 

used in simple words in German, such as the words given 

below. A contrastive drill is then used to demonstrate 

to the student the ways in which the Texas English /a£/ 

differs from German /ai/ in each environment where a 

conditioned variant is likely, and finally there should 

be a drill to deal with all other environments. 

Texas English /aj./ German /ai/ 
before /m,n/ before /m,n/ 

Vine We in 
Find Feind 
Wine Mein 
F ine Fein 
Lime Leim 

Texas English /aj./ German /ai/ 
before /r/ before /r/ 

Fire Feier 
Meyer Meyer 
Liar Leier 
Spire Speyer 

Texas Enqlish /aj/ German /ai/ 

High Hai 
Eye Ei 
Ice Eis 
Buy Bei 
Rice Reis 
Guile Geil 
Eyed Eid 
Fry Frei 

German /çi/ 

Again, introduction of this diphthong to the student 

in its separate components might be necessary. Instruc¬ 

tors must be watchful for lowering of the first element, 

and for weakened or zero upglide, particularly preceding 



Texas Enqlish /oi/ German /Qi/ 
before /l/ before /l/ 

Oiler Eule 
Coiler Keule 
Soiler Seule 
Boiler Beule 

Texas Enqlish fo\/ German /pi/ 
before /r/ before /r/ 

Boyer Bauerin 
Sawyer Saura 
F oyer Feuer 

Texas Enqlish /0\/ German /pi/ 

Loiter Lautern 
Hoyt Heut' 
Boyd Beute 
Hoi Heu 
Deutsch Deutsch 

German /au/ 

The procedure continues as before, first demonstrati 

the component parts, until the point where the following 

pairs might be used» 

Texas Enqlish /ae*/ 
before /r/ 

German /au/ 
before /r/ 

Sour Sauer 
Bower Bauer 
Shower Schauer 
Howard Hauer 

Texas Enqlish /ae9/ German /au/ 

House Haus 
F oui Faul 
Mouse fflaus 
Grouse Graus 
Clown Clown 
T own Tauen 
Plowed Plaudern 
Down Daune 

Nasalized Vowels 

In dealing with this problem, the approach remains 

the same, namely, the student must first hear the difr 
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ferences between nasal and non-nasal vowels. The approach 

might consist of the instructor reciting vowels which 

alternate between pronunciation with closed and open velic. 

Nothing more would be changedi [•W-JH , etc. A 

brief imitative drill would insure that the student hears 

the difference. Then, individual English words are se¬ 

lected for the same type of nasalized versus non-nasalized 

contrast, as in [si] [si] [si] [si] • The student repeats this 

contrast. Next, an entire sentence, such as "I see him.” is 

used to demonstrate the contrast. From-English sentences, 

the instructor then progresses to individual German words, 

such as the article "das", again contrasting the two pro¬ 

nunciations , [ttesj with [dasj . Finally, the same procedure 

is used with simple German sentences, such as "Ulo 1st das 

Auto?”. The approach must always be to build from basic 

structures to more complex ones. Because nasalized vowels 

are common in Texas English, the instructor will have to 

be watchful for substitution of allophonically nasalized 

vowels for oral vowels in German. 

Length 

A way to correct problems of interference of Texas 

English expressive lengthening is to drill exaogerated 

stress, articulation and pitch as ways of intensification 

in German. The student must learn that in German, empha¬ 

sis is attained through these three features, and usually 

not through lengthening of the stressed vowel, as in Texas 

English. The following is a set of elementary sentences 

in which each lexical item can be exaggerated in stress, 



articulation and pitch so as to alter the meaning of the 

sentence. The task of the student is to read each sen¬ 

tence aloud several times, each time stressing a different 

word by means other than lengthening. 

ER UIOHNT IN BONN. 

NEINE TANTE 1ST NICHT HIER. 

UIIR LAUFEN DURCH DEN UIALD. 

DU SOLLST NICHT STEHLEN ! 

SEIN GLAS 1ST LEER. 

EUER PRESIDENT 1ST SCHULDIG. 

WIEVIEL GELD HAT ER DIESES JAHR VERDIENT? 

IN DIESER STADT ARBEITET ER 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS 

Now that those areas where negative transfers caused 

by interference of the Texas English stressed vowel system 

with German have been indicated, and now that ways of 

dealing with these individual problems have been suggested, 

it remains for the results of this analysis to be put into 

perspective. The findings of this study on stressed vowels 

might now be evaluated in conjunction with studies made 

for unstressed vowels and consonants, material from all 

of these individual studies should then be arranged into 

a "hierarchy of difficulty" similar to the one formulated 

for presenting the Spanish sound system by Stockwell and 

Bowen. In this manner, taking into account such previously 

mentioned criteria as Functional Load, Potential mishearing 

and Pattern Congruity, a sequence of presentation for 

German phonology could be formulated, especially designed 

for speakers of Texas English. 

Of course, it is impossible in teaching a foreign 

language to proceed mechanically through a number of steps, 

at the end of which a student has total competence in the 

target language. There are interdependent variables which 

can work for or against the educational process. Interest 

on the part of the student, attitude and ability of the 

instructor, lesson plan, availability of teaching aids 

such as language laboratory facilities, all are important 

considerations. Nevertheless, the understanding of the 

process of interference and transfer in foreign language 
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learning can assist instructor and student significantly. 

As a result of the combined efforts of educators and 

linguists, learning is made easier for the language student 

because he or she can place target elements within or 

outside of the framework of his or her own linguistic 

experience. The instructor's task is facilitated because 

he or she is able to predict where difficulties or con¬ 

veniences are likely to occur, and lesson plans can be 

constructed accordingly. Using a comparative-discriptive 

approach, Moulton has assisted the instructor of German in 

America in understanding phonological problems encountered 

by the student. Moulton's suggested drills for phonetic 

identification are intended to aid both student and 

instructor. 

This study, it is hoped, could be of assistance to 

the instructor of German within the State of Texas. The 

scope of this study is much smaller than Moulton's work, 

but it deals with what is felt to be the major phono¬ 

logical problems not treated by Moulton. This study is 

intended to serve as a supplement to The Sounds of English 

and German, attempting to treat the problems specifically 

caused by interference of one American regional dialect, 

which are likely to be encountered by any instructor of 

German in Texas 
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FOOTNOTES 

^ Ulilliam F. Mackey, Lanquaqe Teaching Analysis 
(Londoni Longmans, Green & Co., 1965 ), p~, 107. 

^ R.P. Stockwell and J.D. Bowen, The Sounds of English 
and Spanish (ChicagoiUniversity of Chicago Press, 1965), 
p. 9. 

3 
Information in this paragraph taken from Stockwell 

and Bowen, pp. 10-17. 

* Stockwell and Bowen, p. 17. 

® M. A. K. Halliday, Angus McIntosh and Peter Strevens, 
The Linguistic Sciences and Lanquaqe Teaching (81oomington| 
Indiana University Press, 1964), pp. 113-14. 

® The Sounds of English and German (Chicago» Univ. 
of Chicago Press, 1962). 

7 
Telete Zorayda Lawrence, "Certain Phonetic Ten¬ 

dencies Perceived in the Idiolects of Selected Native 
Texans", Proceedings of the Sixth International Congress 
of Phonetic Sciences ^Munich» Max Hueber, 1970), p. 527. 

Q 
Carmelita Klipple, "The Speech of Spicewood, Texas", 

American Speech, 20, No. 3 (1945), rpt. in A. Various Lanquaqe » 
Perspectives on American Dialects, ed. Juanita Williamson 
and Virginia Burke (New York» Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 
1971), pp. 329-34. 

g 
Arthur Norman, "A Southeast Texas Dialect Study", 

Orbis, 5 (1956), rpt. in A Various Lanquaqe, pp. 309-28. 

See footnote 7. 

Various studies have dealt with this problem. 
See, for example, £ Various Lanquaqe, p. 309. A brief 
discussion of where a line of demarcation should possibly 
be placed is found ini Hans Kurath, Studies in Area Lin¬ 
guistics (Bloomington» Indiana University Press, 1972), 
pp. 53-7. 

12 Klipple, p. 330. 

13 
Norman, p. 324. 

** Klipple, p. 330. 

Norman, p. 325. 

Lawrence, p. 529. 
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i 7 
Norman, p. 324, 

Klipple, p, 333. 

Norman, p. 323. 

2^ Norman, p. 324. 

91 
Lawrence, p. 528. 

22 Lawrence, p. 528. 

2^ Moulton, p. 60. 

24 inoulton, p. 69, 

25 Moulton, pp. 64-5. 

26 pp. 117-18. 

^ William G. Moulton, "What is Structural Drill?", i 
'Structural Drill and the Language Laboratory" ed. F. W. 
Gravit and Albert Valdman, in International Journal of 
American Linguistics, Part 1111 Publication 27 of Indiana 
Univ°rsity Research Center in Anthropology, Folklore and 
Linguistics 29, No. 2 (April, 1963) The Hague» Mouton & 
Co., 1963). 

98 
Robert Lado, Language Teachingt l\ Scientific 

Approach (New Yorki McGraw-Hill^ 1964), p. 75. 
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